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Read Me First
Welcome to Take Control of Find My and AirTags, version 1.1, published in November 2021 by alt concepts inc. This book was written by
Glenn Fleishman and edited by Joe Kissell.
This book explores Apple’s Find My service, which lets you see the
location of your iPhone, iPad, Mac, and Watch and take appropriate
actions if they’re lost or stolen—as well tracking earbuds, headphones,
AirTags, and third-party Find My network items. It also lets people
share their location with each other for a period of time or
continuously.
If you want to share this ebook with a friend, we ask that you do so
as you would with a physical book: “lend” it for a quick look, but ask
your friend to buy a copy for careful reading or reference. Discounted
classroom and user group copies are available.
Copyright © 2021, Glenn Fleishman. All rights reserved.

Updates and More
You can access extras related to this ebook on the web (use the link
in Ebook Extras, near the end; it’s available only to purchasers). On
the ebook’s Take Control Extras page, you can:
• Download any available new version of the ebook for free, or buy
any subsequent edition at a discount.
• Download various formats, including PDF, EPUB, and Mobipocket.
(Learn about reading on mobile devices on our Device Advice page.)
• Read the ebook’s blog. You may find new tips or information, as
well as a link to an author interview.
If you bought this ebook from the Take Control website, it has been
added to your account, where you can download it in other formats
and access any future updates.
4
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What’s New in Version 1.1
This version came out just before Apple finalized iOS 15.2/iPadOS 15.2,
and a feature that people spotted in beta releases doesn’t appear likely
to make it into the 15.2 release versions. That new feature lets you use
a native Find My app on an iPhone or iPad to scan for nearby AirTags
and other Find My items. This would reduce its effectiveness for
recovery from a theft, but also make it less useful for stalking. I’ve
documented what we know about the feature, which is still expected
for a future iOS/iPadOS release, and I’ll update this book when that
times comes. See Unwanted Tracking via Find My Items.
There’s one place in iOS/iPadOS and macOS you can find someone’s
location using Find My that I didn’t mention in previous versions: the
Messages app. I explain how to drill down into a person’s information
with a single tap or click in Use Messages To See a Person’s Location.
I managed to omit including information about a shortcut in the Find
My app in iOS/iPadOS that’s very helpful! I apologize. You can find out
about this shortcut in Pair an AirTag, Pair a Third-Party Item, and
Share Location with Other People.
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Introduction
People and mobile devices are peripatetic: they rarely stay in one place
for long, even if we and they roam just around a home. Starting several
years ago, Apple began to roll out Find My, a service that’s is actually a
portmanteau of three distinctly different offerings bundled into a
single app and under a single name.
Note: This book covers many kinds of devices, but best serves
readers with iOS 13, iPadOS 13, or macOS 10.15 Catalina or later on
their devices. The book is up to date with the latest features found in
iOS 15.2/iPadOS 15.2 and macOS 12 Monterey.

Find My Stuff
Mobile devices are exceedingly easy to lose. They’re compact, slip out
of pockets, or are easy to misplace under a stack of magazines or in the
seat-back pocket on a plane. (Oh, for the days we traveled!) Your
mobile device is also a desirable item for thieves. It’s compact, it has a
high retained value, and there’s a huge market for used models.
Because we can misplace our mobile items and they’re easy enough to
be absconded with, I want to tell you how to use Apple’s Find My
service available across nearly every kind of hardware Apple makes.
You can protect your data when your device has disappeared, make it
impossible for a thief to use your device, and find your device or other
stuff you own whether it was lost or stolen.
Apple has two kinds of Find My services for hardware:
• Find My Device: Available in iOS, iPadOS, and macOS, Find My
iPad, iPhone, iPod touch, Mac, and Watch rely on location information that can include satellite-based (GPS and other) coordinates,
cellular tower locations, and Wi-Fi base stations to pinpoint a
location. It’s two-way: you can find your device and send commands
to it, like playing a sound or erasing it. Find My also provides an
6
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activation lock, a theft deterrent that prevents easy reuse by anyone
other than the owner. In Find My apps, this category appears as
Devices.
• Find My network: The Find My network is a privacy-protecting
crowdsourced system in which people participating allow their
iPhone, iPad, or Mac to relay encrypted Bluetooth signals emitted
by an iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Mac, or Watch, AirPods Pro, AirPods Max, and certain Beats audio hardware, as well as Apple’s
dedicated AirTags tracking items and other Find My network items
that use Apple’s licensed technology. (Apple used to call this “offline
finding.”) In Find My apps, this category appears as Items.
This books dig deeply into both systems. You’ll learn how to enable,
disable, and control tracking, understand how to find missing hardware and trigger remote actions, and be aware of the potential of
misuses of tracking technology—and how to guard against it.

Find My People
People are a bit more complicated than devices. We may want to keep
our whereabouts completely private always or share them with certain
other people at all times. We might want to go off the grid—or always
be able to know approximately where our children are.
At one point, Apple offered this location sharing as a separate app,
Find My Friends, but it’s now under the general Find My umbrella and
found in the People tab in the native Find My apps. This makes sense,
because it can include friends, family, acquaintances, and colleagues,
depending on the situation.
Apple offers significant control over how and with whom you share
your location and lets you change this at will. The Find My People
service has the potential to aid unwanted tracking by abusive partners
or family or by stalkers, and I explain the controls available to you and
that you can help others configure for their safety.
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Find My Quick Start
Apple’s Find My services help you figure out where a device is when it
fell behind a couch cushion; you left it at school, work, or a coffee shop;
or it was stolen, among other scenarios. While many people will find it
useful to read front-to-back, you can use the following overview to
discover where to jump to in the book for particular answers.
Track your devices:
• Understand the Find My ecosystem; see Learn How Find My Works.
• Turn on Find My on your iPhone, iPad, or Mac; see Enable Find My.
• Find your devices on a map; see Find Devices.
• Mark your device as lost or erase your device remotely; see Mark
Something as Lost and Erase an iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, or Watch.
Share locations with other people:
• Share your location and follow others who share theirs with you; see
Share Your Location and See Others’ Locations.
• Manage notifications about when you or others arrive or leave locations; see Receive Notifications.
Find items across Apple’s crowdsourced Find My network:
• Dig into the Find My network; see Discover Disconnected Devices.
• Deploy an AirTag or other item; see Deploy an AirTag or Accessory.
• Find an item’s location; see Find Items.
Block stalkers and learn about anti-tracking tools:
• Learn how Apple deters stalkers; see Understand Stalking via
Tracking.
• Understand how people, devices, and item can be tracked without
consent; see Unwanted Tracking of a Person, Unwanted Tracking of
Devices, and Unwanted Tracking via Find My Items.
8
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Learn How Find My Works
The Find My system is a clever interconnected system that emphasizes
privacy while also providing often near-continuous location tracking.
In this chapter, I explain how all the networked and hardware-dependent pieces work together.
Tip: If you’re not interested in understand the details of the system,
skip ahead to the next chapter for AirTag and Find My items, Deploy
an AirTag or Accessory, or the following one, Enable Find My, to turn
on and figure Find My on your equipment.

Find My lets you discover the current or last known location across
three categories:
• People: If other people have shared their location with you, you
can see their current position, derived from Apple hardware they
carry and how they chose to indicate their presence. You can also
share your location with others.
• Devices: Apple lets you track Apple-made devices (their term for
this category) connected to your iCloud account or paired with an
iPhone or iPad. If you’re in a Family Sharing group, you can also see
the location of devices belonging to other members of the group.
• Items: You can deploy low-power, non-networked tracking devices, like the Apple AirTag, on or in your stuff, and find their
locations by relying on a crowdsourced system described below.
Apple refers to this category as items.
Hardware support for Find My services covers a variety of equipment,
with various remote capabilities and limitations. This support affects
how your location and that of other people who share their position
with you may be viewed, too. The hardware differences are as follows:
• iPhone, iPad, Mac, and Watch: You can see the device’s location. If it can connect to the internet, you can also play a sound on
it, lock it or mark it lost, or erase it. (A Watch picks up its setting
9
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from the iPhone with which it’s paired.) These devices are also used
to indicate in a Find My app your location to someone else or other
people’s location shared with you.
Note: U.S. phone carriers also offer phone-tracking services, which
can work across a family account and different smartphones and
dumb phones. Each comes with a separate fee and various enhancements and limitations. If everyone in your family is using an iPhone,
there may be no advantage to the carrier’s plan.

• AirPods, supported Beats devices, and third-party earbuds
and headphones: When paired with your iPhone or iPad, Find
My is automatically enabled for them. Depending on the device, its
location may be discoverable only within Bluetooth range of its
paired device; some may also be found via the larger Find My
network. For some earbuds, only individual earbuds are tracked; for
others, only the charging case’s location is tracked.
• AirTag: An AirTag’s location may be tracked via ultra-wideband
(UWB) wireless and Bluetooth over inches to tens of feet (several
centimeters to several meters) from a nearby paired iPhone or iPad;
or from anywhere, whenever it’s away from you and near anyone’s
iPhone, iPad, or Mac that has an internet connection and has
enabled Find My network participation. An AirTag can’t receive
commands via the internet, but it can over Bluetooth. (See Discover
Disconnected Devices.) AirTags are not used as part of personal
location sharing.
• Third-party items: Apple opened up its Find My network to third
parties in April 2021, allowing other companies to embed Find My
technology inside their products. These products must be paired
with an iPhone or iPad and can be found within Bluetooth range of
paired devices and other people’s iPhones, iPads, or Macs with Find
My network enabled. Find My items are ignored when sharing your
location with other people.
With Family Sharing turned on, anyone in the group can view the
location of an iPhone, iPad, Mac, or Watch via the Find My app or Find
10
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Deploy an AirTag or
Accessory
AirTags, third-party items, and associated accessories can be used in a
lot of ways, some of them more obvious than others. Clearly, you might
add them to a keychain (AirTags require a keychain holder), or zip
them into the pocket of a purse, messenger bag, backpack, or luggage.
Less obvious might be placing them in an interior pocket of a jacket,
sewing them into clothing, or putting one in a saddle bag on your
bicycle—or on a pet’s collar. I’ve thought about how they might be used
with a car, where you might hide not just one, but two—in case thieves
found one! Cars are so often near other people, AirTags are likely to be
tracked and updated.
Our colleague Kirk McElhearn even tested sending one in a package to
a friend who had agreed to receive it. Does this violate local postal
regulations? I don’t know and I don’t offer legal advice. However, both
U.S. and UK postal regulations say it’s OK to send a device containing
a lithium-ion button-sized battery through the mail without marking
the package, as is required for larger batteries.
Tracking Headphones: Case Study
My 14-year-old returned to in-person school in early September 2021
and asked me if I could spare a Find My tracker. They had an expensive pair of noise-canceling headphones they bought with their
money that they find invaluable for dealing with the noise of school
and were worried they might set them down and lose them.
I opted to use a Chipolo ONE Spot—a third-party Find My item that’s
thin, circular, matte, and of equal thickness across its area. We
tested the weight by first attaching it with painter’s tape to wear
around the house. Once I had sign off, we paired it with their iPhone
and I attached it with an absurdly strong but removable acrylic
adhesive film (3M’s 468MP). The ONE Spot has a remarkably similar
black tint to the headphones, too. So far, they haven’t had to ping it!
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Depending on your item, you may need to be aware of whether it has
water resistance—if it’s likely to be exposed to rain or even dunked. For
portable items, here’s the lowdown:
• AirTags have a water-resistance rating of IP67, which means they
are protected against water intrusion from sprays and rain and
high-pressure water jets, as well as immersion of up to 3.3 feet for
up to 30 minutes. That opens up more rugged possibilities.
• ElevationLab offers what it calls a “waterproof” TagVault in keychain and pet-collar attachment version AirTags. It doesn’t disclose
an IP rating, but I tested one in a glass of water for several minutes
with no ill effects.
• The Chipolo ONE Spot tracker has an IPX5 rating, or resistance
from water up through low-pressure water jets or sprays, but not
against high-press ones or immersion.
Now let’s look first at Apple’s AirTag and then at items available from
other companies. I’ll finish the chapter explaining what’s revealed to a
finder of a Find My item and how to obtain that information.
Note: Apple differentiates between hardware that can use both the
Find My Device options Find My network and those, like AirTags, that
can only use Find My network. The former, like Macs and iPads, Apple
always called devices; the latter, items.

Understand and Pair an AirTag
Apple introduced the AirTag in April 2021 after rumors had swirled
about it for years. The compact devices cost $29 each or are sold in a
batch of four for $99, and can have free printing on them with an emoji
or a few numbers or letters (Figure 2).
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Enable Find My
Earlier in the book, I described how Find My comprises multiple
different services blended together into a single app. In this chapter, I
explain how to enable Find My on your hardware, which requires a
deeper dig into which devices can support Find My.
Find My comes in three flavors:
• Device-based, two-way short-range and internet: This
version is the original and better understood, and can be enabled on
devices: an iPhone, iPad, or Mac, and, by extension, a Watch paired
with an iPhone. The device actively sends its location over the
internet whenever the internet is available. Find My Device allows
the owner of a device to send remote events, like playing a sound or
triggering erasure, to a device.
• Find My notification network: This later addition, described
above in Discover Disconnected Devices, is a one-way notification
system that relays location via other people’s internet-connected
devices. It can be enabled in iOS, iPadOS, and macOS, and is an
inherent attribute of “items,” which include AirTags, AirPods Pro,
AirPods Max (starting with iOS 15.1/iPadOS 15.1), several models of
Beats earbuds and headphones (iOS 15/iPadOS 14.5 or later), and
other Find My items. An owner can’t send commands via the Find
My network.
The AirTag, some audio devices, and other items can receive a
command to play a sound via Bluetooth from a nearby devices. This
allows both an owner and someone whose device has been relaying
Find My network location data for a while to play a sound on an
AirTag.
• Device-based, Bluetooth range: For Apple AirPods, you can
track location only when they’re near their paired iPhone or iPad.
They use Bluetooth and don’t participate in the broader Find My
network, but their current or last-known location appears in the
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Devices tab in Find My apps. An owner can trigger a sound when
they are near these audio devices.
Note: Beats devices paired with an iPhone or iPad running a version
before 14.5 will work only within Bluetooth range, as Beats and Apple
only added support in that version. AirPods Pro and Max had the
same limitation until iOS 15.1/iPadOS 15.1.

Because devices can connect to either the two-way or notification
network, the other way to look at it is this way:
• Devices can use both networks: An owner of a device can perform a remote action whenever it’s connected to the internet, but
can see its location when it’s picked up via either form of Find My.
• Items can use only the Find My network: Items can only ever
report their location.
With that in mind, let’s look at how you enable Find My and its two
flavors on devices and items.

Enable Find My Device
Local- and internet-based Find My on an iPhone, iPad, or Mac requires
an active Apple ID associated with iCloud. You likely already set up
Find My when upgrading or setting up your device.
To enable Find My on an iPhone or iPad, if you haven’t logged in with
an Apple ID account yet, go to Settings > Account Name > iCloud and
enter your credentials.
Once you’re logged in, tap Settings > Account Name > Find My for
more actions. This is where you can turn off Find My iPhone/iPad. You
can also enable Send Last Location to ensure that if its battery is nearly
depleted, it uploads its last location to Apple, so it can be sent to you.
On a Mac, make sure you’re logged in to iCloud via System Preferences >
Apple ID > iCloud (Catalina and later) or System Preference > iCloud
(Mojave and earlier). Now check the Find My box.
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Share Your Location and
See Others’ Locations
Disclosing your location is a two-edged sword—or maybe a multibladed throwing star. It can be incredibly handy to let other people
know where you are for travel, safety, timing, and even accountability.
However, letting others know where you are means they know where
you are, which even for close friends, family, and partners can feel like
too much knowledge and the expectation of you sharing your position
can feel invasive.
Apple tries to strike a balance with location sharing just as it does with
nearly all other aspects of digital privacy that they mediate and let you
choose your comfort level with.
Find My is the interface through which the location you share from an
iPhone, iPad, Mac, or Watch gets viewed, but it’s only partly the way in
which you choose what is shared! That split is left over from when
Apple introduced the previous standalone app, Find My Friends, and
used preferences buried in Settings to manage all the details.
In this chapter, I explain the various forms of location sharing and
control. In the next chapter, under Find People, I dig into how you see
others’ locations.
Note: When you share your location, the other person cannot see
your devices, but only your presence: the device you marked as
showing where you are. Only people in a Family Sharing group can
see each other’s devices.
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Configure Your Location Sharing
Location has two interrelated components: how you share your location and how you choose to accept seeing the location of other people.
Let’s start with you.

Control Your Location Sharing
Because of that aforementioned legacy of apps past, you can reach the
same settings for how your location is shared in many ways.
In iOS and iPadOS, you can pick among these starting points:
• Settings > Account Name > Find My
• Settings > Privacy > Location Services > Share My Location
• Settings > Account Name > Family Sharing > Location Sharing (if
Family Sharing enabled)
You can also use the native Find My app to change personal settings
only, even if you’re part of a Family Sharing group:
• In iOS/iPadOS: Go to the Find My app > Me button.
• In macOS: Click Me and click the info

button.

Let’s break down what appears in the view that appears for the first
three of those locations (Figure 17).
From top to bottom:
• Find My Device: You see the status and can tap this to reach the
main Find My settings.
• My Location: Often called presence, this defines which devices is
shared in Find My as being your location as a human if you own
multiple devices. (See Get To Know Location Sharing for People.)
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View Locations
To view your device’s location, those of people in a Family Sharing
group, or your items, use a native Find My app in iOS, iPadOS, and
macOS. The Find My app is included with every device that offers Find
My tracking. By activating Find My, you’re also automatically logged in
to the app on all those operating systems, too. Each view in the Find
My app offers access to a different category of location finding.
Tip: Starting in iOS 15/iPadOS 15 and macOS 12 Monterey, you can
add a Find My widget to the Home screen or Notifications Center that
lets you see people and devices without opening the Find My app.

Tip: The map in each view has typical actions, like zooming in and
out, satellite view, and 2D. These features appear when you tap the
button in iOS or iPadOS and are on the bottom-right corner of
info
the map in macOS.

iCloud.com Web Apps Outdated
Apple offers Find My via two web apps (Find My Friends for people
and Find My iPhone for devices), but both are very out of date. Find
My items can’t be shown as they use device-based end-to-end
encryption (see Turn on Find My Network on Devices).
However, iCloud.com’s Find My iPhone is useful for one purpose:
when a device is missing or stolen and that person whose device it is
lacks access to Find My on any equipment they own. See Help Someone Find Their Lost Device (or Find Your Own).

Find People
The People view provides a list of everyone with whom you share your
location, whom you follow, or both. The list reveals some basic information, such as their current location with an address or a name, how
51
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far away they are, and the last update received. With no one selected,
the portion of the view with the map plots everyone you follow for
whom a current location is known. This view zooms the map to show
them all (Figure 24). People are identified with the profile photo as
stored in your contacts or via Messages.

Figure 24: This map from Find My in iOS shows all the people I
follow plotted around Seattle.

Use Messages To See a Person’s Location
You can use the Messages app to find a person and preview their
current location—either immediately or after Messages automatically
triggers an update—without using the Find My app:
✦

✦

In iOS/iPadOS, tap the person’s icon or a conversation entry, and
then tap their name below their profile picture. This reveals their
current location. Tap the map to reveal a larger one, still within
the Messages app.
In macOS, select the person or conversation and click the info
button in the upper-right corner. This shows their current location.
Tap the map to open the Find My app with that person selected in
the People view.
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Take Remote Action
Find My lets you take a variety of remote actions on devices or and
short-range actions on items. Options vary in utility based on whether
your device has fallen behind a couch cushion, or has been misplaced
or stolen, and whether the device or item is directly reachable via a
local network, the internet, or the Find My network. With devices,
Apple follows up many action with an email message sent to your
Apple ID’s associated address.

Receive Notifications
You can set up notifications within Find My to provide a variety of
information depending on the category:
• People: You can opt to receive alerts when they arrive and leave
locations you define, or send them alerts based on your location.
• Devices and Items: You can be notified when a device is found if
marked as lost. Starting in iOS 15, iPadOS 15, and macOS 12 Monterey, you can also receive a prompt when you leave something
behind.
Let’s start with people.

Notifications for People
People-based notifications let you track when someone (including you)
arrives at or leaves a location. The alert can be set once or on a recurring basis.
Here’s how to create a notification for a person:
1. In a native Find My app, bring up the action sheet for a person via
the Person view.
2. Tap or click Add.
65
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3. Select Notify Me or Notify Person.
4. For you or someone else, you can select Person/I Arrives and
Person/I Leaves; for someone else, you can select Person Is Not At.
5. Pick a location. Some locations will be prefilled, such as you or
another person’s current location (Figure 34). You can also tap or
click New Location and drag a map or enter a location. Clicking or
tapping in the search field brings up potential matches from the
person’s contact card before you start typing.

Figure 34: I set a notification whenever [redacted] leaves their
current location.
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Mark Something as Lost
Find My lets you mark items as lost to help in recovering hardware or
other items you can’t find or might be stolen. Choosing to mark something as lost puts the hardware into a special “Lost Mode” and lets you
and provide details to someone finding it—or even a thief you want to
encourage to return it. This information is available differently (or not
at all) based on the kind of thing that’s marked as lost:
• Devices: For devices, you can enter text (such as offering a reward)
and provide your phone number. Both appear on the device when
someone interacts with it.
• Audio hardware without a screen: With iOS 15.1/iPadOS 15.1,
AirPods Pro and AirPods Mac can be marked as lost. However,
because they lack a display, there’s no way to provide information to
someone finding them.
• AirTags and other items: With a Find My item—like AirTags or
Belkin’s Soundform earbuds—you can provide your phone number
or email address; Apple prefills the message “This item has been
lost. Please call me.” This information appears on a webpage associated with the device that a finder can retrieve as described in Get
Info from a Found Find My Item.
Note: Regular AirPods (not Pro/Max models) and Beats models that
support the Find My network have no option to be marked as lost.

Because devices have screens, marking a device as lost puts the finder
on notice that you know approximately where it is—they can see that
from the lock screen. Were your hardware stolen, this is a way to tell a
thief that you have their location, and advise them to give it up.
With AirPods Pro/Max or a Find My item, it’s trickier, as a finder has
to take additional steps to determine its status rather than looking at a
screen or receiving an alert—although they will hear an item make a
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sound or sounds in certain circumstances: see Unwanted Tracking via
Find My Items for those cases.
In the next three sections I break down marking devices as lost in the
native Find My app, marking devices as lost in the iCloud.com Find My
iPhone app (useful when you can’t get to a native app), and marking
items as lost in a native Find My app (the only option).
Note: Apple labels the feature Mark As Lost in the Find My action
sheet, but when you start to activate it, Apple uses the terms Lost
Mode for an iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, or Watch and “Lock this Mac?”
for a Mac!

Mark a Device as Lost in a Find My App
The Lost Mode option in the Find My app on all platforms requires
these steps:
1. Tap Activate beneath Mark as Lost.
2. After reading the details about what will happen, tap or confirm
Lost Mode (iPhone, iPad, Watch, AirPods Pro, AirPods Max), or
“Lock this Mac?” by tapping or clicking Continue (Figure 43). (Tap
or click Cancel to back out.)
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Finding a Lost Device
While this book is largely about how you manage your own equipment,
it’s incredibly useful to know how other people interact with your stuff
when it’s lost or stolen and they find it. This lets you understand how
someone might reply to you—by calling, emailing, or posting a note in
a neighborhood forum—and what they would see that led them to it.

How Lost Mode Appears on an iOS/
iPadOS Device or Watch
Once the action is sent to an iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, or Watch:
• If the device is connected to the internet and asleep, the next time
it’s woken, a passcode must be entered to gain access.
• If the device is online and in use, the operating system drops the
user into the Lock screen where the passcode-entry dialog or keypad
is shown along with any message or phone number that was entered
when setting up Lost Mode (Figure 51).
• If the device is offline, the next time it accesses any network with an
internet connection, the passcode lock is put into place.
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Figure 51: On a lost phone, any messages or phone number appears. On devices that can place calls, a call button also shows up.

How Mark as Lost Works with a Mac
Mark as Lost works differently with a Mac. When you mark a Mac lost,
you set a six-digit code that can be used to unlock it. Instead of just
performing the equivalent of Lock Screen on a Mac, which would
require a macOS password to regain access, Mark as Lost—still labeled
at iCloud.com’s Find My as “Lock”—locks a Mac. It freezes the interface, shuts it down invisibly, then restarts it using the Recovery partition into a special locked mode.
Warning! In case you’re thinking of testing this, as I have, it happens instantly. You might lose work in progress that’s unsaved.

If someone was actively working on it or trying to figure out who owns
it, this might seem abrupt to them, but will bring up the screen with an
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Understand Stalking via
Tracking
It’s easy to see how Find My could be abused by someone trying to
track a person surreptitiously. With Find My People and Find My
Device, someone with access or someone given too much trust can
simply be tracking a person or, via Family Sharing, their devices. With
Find My items, it can be even more insidious—and Apple built antitracking features into the system that it continues to evolve.
Let’s look at all three scenarios: tracking a person, tracking devices,
and tracking via Find My items, like AirTags.
Sources for Help
There are many organizations beyond law enforcement eager to help
people trapped in situations of domestic abuse or child subject to
violence and an unsafe environment. For adults in the United States,
that includes the National Domestic Violence Hotline; for children or
those concerned about their welfare in the United States and Canada,
the Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline.
For those being stalked, one starting point is Safehope. It’s more
likely you will need the help of police or federal authorities. Local
police departments have their own paths to navigate, but for online
or cyber stalking, it may be better to start with the FBI.

Unwanted Tracking of a Person
Apple tries to balance safeguards against unwanted tracking with the
utility that ostensibly most people use a feature for. With the Find My
People, Apple requires a transparent, consent-driven process when a
person shares their location on an ongoing basis with someone else.
(See Notifications for People.) But even after someone has granted
permission to be digitally followed, Apple requires more consent if
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their Find My follower wants to receive location-based notifications
about when they arrive at, leave, or aren’t at a location.

Check the People List
Find My lists, in the People view, all the other people you follow or are
following you. While that seems like great disclosure and an easy way
to control location tracking, it doesn’t address a few situations:
• A non-savvy iPhone or other Apple device user could have people
added to Find My without realizing it. This might be a stalker who
somehow gains brief access to equipment or an untrustworthy
partner. They might create a pseudonymous account that takes the
name of someone you trust. Once set up, Find My doesn’t provide
additional, ongoing information about person-based tracking.
• A domestic abuser, problematic ex-partner, or abusive parent who
demands access to personal devices could add themselves to Find
My tracking and require—under threat of violence—that you keep it
in place.
There is, of course, a completely valid case for parents wanting to track
their children at any age while they are minors and living under their
strictures, however lax or tight—but that’s a separate matter from a
parent or guardian who uses that information not for safety or conforming to promises or rules, but instead as an excuse for abuse and
control of the child.
If you’re in the first group or know someone who is, ensure you or they
have strong device protection and potentially check Find My from time
to time to make sure only names appear they know about.
See Manage Sharing Relationships on how to stop sharing with people
you don’t want to.

Watch for Notifications
When a person who follows you sets up a notification to alert them
about your movements, they first have to pass through a dialog that
explains you will be informed of this attempt (Figure 53). This is
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Erase Your Device
We’re all quite rightly concerned about our private data stored on our
most personal devices—the ones we carry with us all the time. Apple
has done a stellar job in locking down access to an iPhone, iPad, Mac,
or Watch. But there’s still a fear: what if someone guesses our passcode
or passphrase, or uses some new cracking technology to break in?
Apple offers an excellent option that can assuage some fears. You can
remote erase your device by sending it an irreversible command that
takes place immediately if it’s connected to the internet, or as soon as
it’s next connected—if it ever connects again.

Erase an iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, or
Watch
The last resort in some cases (or first in others) is a remote wipe, in
which all the user data on an iOS/iPadOS device is erased.
An erased device that has Find My enabled before erasure and remains
associated with an Apple ID cannot be unlocked without the account
password due to the Activation Lock feature mentioned earlier.
The erase option lets you provide a phone number and message so that
a person who found (or stole) your device can get in touch. The device
is essentially useless to them without the password.
Once you erase a device (or if someone else has), Find My can find its
location only if it’s an iPhone or iPad running iOS 15/iPadOS 15.
Before that release, erasing a device disables its ability to send Find My
tracking data when connected to the internet.
Note: You can remove a device from your Find My list; see Remove
Devices from an Apple ID Account.
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It’s a multi-step process to prevent accidental erasure; you can cancel
at any stage until step 6:
1. In the Find My app, tap Erase This Device.
2. You’re warned that everything is about to be erased. Tap or click
Continue (Figure 62).
Note: If you’re not running iOS 15/iPadOS 15, the message at this
step says, once erased, the device “cannot be located or tracked any
longer.” Starting with those releases, your devices can still be found
after they’re erased, as noted in the figure below!

Figure 62: Start by making sure you know what comes next. (White
space removed vertically for compactness.)

3. Optionally enter a phone number at which you can be reached after
it’s erased, and tap Erase.
Warning! The device will be erased immediately in the next step.
Apple used to have an additional confirmation step.
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About This Book
Thank you for purchasing this Take Control book. We hope you find
it both useful and enjoyable to read. We welcome your comments.

Ebook Extras
You can access extras related to this ebook on the web. Once you’re
on the ebook’s Take Control Extras page, you can:
• Download any available new version of the ebook for free, or buy
a subsequent edition at a discount.
• Download various formats, including PDF, EPUB, and Mobipocket.
(Learn about reading on mobile devices on our Device Advice page.)
• Read the ebook’s blog. You may find new tips or information, as
well as a link to an author interview.
• Find out if we have any update plans for the ebook.
If you bought this ebook from the Take Control website, it has been
automatically added to your account, where you can download it in
other formats and access any future updates.
More Take Control Books
This is but one of many Take Control titles! We have books that cover
a wide range of technology topics, with extra emphasis on Macs and
other Apple products.
You can buy Take Control books from the Take Control online catalog
as well as from venues such as Amazon and the Apple Books Store.
But it’s a better user experience and our authors earn more when you
buy directly from us. Just saying…
Our ebooks are available in three popular formats: PDF, EPUB, and
the Kindle’s Mobipocket. All are DRM-free.
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New York Times, Macworld, and TidBITS, and many others. In 2012,
he was a two-game champion on Jeopardy!

Shameless Plug
I don’t write just ebooks—I also produce ones of actual physical matter,
too. My latest is Six Centuries of Type & Printing, a title that traces the
technology and advancements in making type, composing it into words
and pages, putting ink on it, and pressing it to paper from before
Gutenberg’s perfection of metal printing types through the digital era
in which type transcends the printed page.
The type for the book was composed on a hot-metal Monotype casting
system and printed by letterpress in London. The page is a 64-page
cloth-bound hardcover book with foil stamping that comes in its own
slipcase, bound in Germany. It unfolds nearly 600 years of printing
and is a work of art in its own right. You can order a copy directly.
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